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INTRODUCTION
The Field Effect Transistor (FET) is today the basic element of Very Large ScaIe
Integrated (VLSI) digital systems. FETs are also used in analog circuits for high frequency
(microwave) applications. Different types of FETs are the Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field
Effect Transistors (MOSFETs), the MEtal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MESFETs) and the MOdulation Doped Field Effect Transistors (MODFETs).
One of the most important physical parameters directly related to the performance of
field effect transistors is the carrier mobility. Mobility JL is defined as the proportionality
constant between the applied electric field E, and the average velocity <v>, of the carriers
<v>

=

JLE

(1)

In simple terms, mobility is a measure of how easy it is for the charge carriers to move in
the channel of the device without suffering collisions. In general, it depends on the degree
of conduction and it is strongly affected by the chemical and metallurgical aspects of fabrication, in particular the spatial distribution of various impurities and lattice defects, as well
as the interaction between them. This is why carrier mobility has a significant effect on the
speed, the dynamic range of operation, the frequency response, and the noise characteristics
of FETs. It is thus dear, that in-situ quantit,ative evaluation of the mobility is important
for improving and optimizing the fabricat.ion procedures as well as for modeling and simulation purposes.
The experimental methods for obtaining the mobility and its dependence on the biasing conditions can be broadly divided in two categories:
•
•

Electrical Measurements
Galvanomagnetic Measurements

Pure electrical measurements have been used in both MOSFET type devicllS [1],[2] as
well as MESFETs and MODFETs [3],[4],[.5],[6]. A procedure for obtaining the mobility
involves measurement of the 1- V characteristics or the transconductance in a region that
the device has linear (ohmic) behaviour. From the measured conductance or transconductance and a knowledge of the number of carriers cont.ributing in the conduction process,
mobility can be determined. Unfortunately, the carrier concentration and its spatial dependence (for MESFET devices) is often unknown and thus an additional measurement is
required. For large devices this is possible, since a measurement of the variation in the gate
capacitance with the applied voltage caT! give the aelditional information. This is of ten
referred to as a C-V measurement. For short channel devices, an accurate determination of
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the capaeitance free of parasities is a formiclable task anei introeluees aelelitional sources of
eITor. Of ten, earrier concentration profiling is performeel on a large capacitivestructure
which is elifferen t than the elevice itself.
The above problems are avoieleel if galvanomagnetic measurements are utilizeel. Techniques involving the Hali effect as well as magnetoresist,ancejmagnetotransconcluctance
measurements can be useel to obtain the mobility in the channel without a priori
knowleelge of the carrier concentration. This is the reason that such techniques are preferable over the pure electrical measurements. Furthermore, both the Hali Current (HC) anei
the Geometrical MagnetoResistancejMagnetoTransconeluctance (GMRjGMT) techniques
are well suiteel for structures which have large wielth to length (W jL) ratios, that are common in moelern short channel transistors.
HALL EFFECT MEASUREMENTS
The Hali effect is the manifestation of the Lorentz force on an ensemble of charge carriers constraint to move in a specific elirection. The Hali field, is the fielel induced in the
sample such that on the average it balances the effect of the transverse magnetic field, and
the eharge carriers on the average maintain their original velocity vectors.
The conventional Hali effect characterization technique of semiconeluctor materials
involves the measurement of the Hali voltage VE' These measurements are usually performeel in samples that have the long anei thin geometry of Fig. 1, or specialized geometries
such as the brielge structure, the cloverleaf geometry, or the "Greek cross" shape [1]. The
above geometries are necessary to avoiel shorting of the Hali fielel by the contacts.
Using similar structllres, it has been possible to extenel the mea..'lurements from bulk
semiconeluctors to specific elevices. Long channel fielel effect transistors have been fabricateel witl! the aelelitional two contacts for measuring the Hali voltage. Such MOSFET
elevices, of ten calleel "MOS Hali generators" [7], are being useel for the investigation of the
charge transport inclueling hot electron effects in the inversion layers of silicon MOS devices [8], at room anei at cryogenic temperatures.
Hali fielel mobility stuelies ha\'(' also been performeel in the surface space charge layers
of CelS thin film elevices [9] anei have been usecl to investigate the scattering processes in
SOS (Silicon On Sapphire) fielel effect transistors [10], [Il]. The cloverleaf configuration
with the aelclit,ion of a Schott,ky con tact can also bc useel to obtain the spatial profile of the
mobility in GaAs epitaxiaJ layers [1:!] and in modulation eloped materials.
However,-the need for faster elevices with smaller elimensions anei the progress in fabricabon technology, has produced fielel effect transistors with a very short active channel
length. This shrinking of device elimensions, has introeluced a physical constraint on ways
that Hali effect mea..'lurements can be maele. Clearly, the usual long sample configuration
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Figure 1. The Hali voltage conflguration (a) p-type, (b) n-type.
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wit.h two curren t. con tacts and the two Hali volt.age con t.acts cannot be useel for short
channel elevices.
The Hali curren t methoel
I~ t.he usual Hali effect configuration (Fig. 1), the Loren tz deflect.ion of charge carriers
mallifesteel t.hrough .the H.all field anei the physical quantity measured is the Hali voltage.
In the elual configuratlon (Fig. 2), the geometry of the sample anei the position of the contacts p~ohibits the for~ation of the Hali field anei the charge earriers are eleflected by the
magnetic field generatmg the Hali current, another physical quantity that can be measured.
Although the two configurations are equivalent, it has been pointed out by Mortensen et.
al. [13], that for non-cubic soliels the Hali mobilities elerived from Hali voltage and Hali
current measurements are not identica!.

.

IS

Hali current measurements have been performed in the past on bulk semiconductor materials to study their electronic transport properties. A review of the work in this field can be
found in reference [14] .
A semiconductor sample configured for Hali current measurements is shown in Fig. 3a.
This geometry olfers the advantage of requiring only three contacts to the sample and also
is the optimum geometry that minimizes the effects of the surface currents [15]. For an ntype homogeneous sample, with uniform contacts on the surfaces, isothermal conditions,
negligible magnetoresistance elfects O(JIB)2 and the surface currents, it can be shown
[16],[17] that:

(2)
where b is the thickness of the sample in cm, a is the wielth of the sample in cm, JIH is the
Hali mobility in cm 2 IV sec, I is the total current injecteel in the sample (1 = 11 +1 2) and Bz
is the magnetic induction. The Hali current given by the above formula can be measured
by splitting one OI' both metal cont.acts into two parts, ancl measuring t.he clifferential
current from the two split contacts.
Consiclering the geometry of Fig. (3a) it can be seen why the Hali current technique
can be appliecl to measure the mobility in fielcl effect transistors. The two contacts A ancl
B will correspond to the drain anei source of the FET anei the only other geometrical
requirement is that either the source or t.he c1rain or both, have a split contact.
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Figure 2. The Hali current configuration (a) n-type, (b) p-type
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Figure 3. Semiconductor samples conligured for Hali current measurements

Devices having this geometry can be readily fabricated and since two voltage contacts are
not necessary in the active region of the transistor, this method is compatible with the
geometries of modern /ield effect transistors (short channel).
In principle, the only problem with the short channel devices will be in the actual
measurement of the Hali current IH, which depencls on the ratio (a/b). For a typical
modern GaAs FET transistor this corresponds to (1 / 250). Thus, the Hali current is scaled
down by a factor equal to the above ratio compared to the longer channel structures where
the scaling wil! have an asymptotic value of ~ 3/4 [17].
Hali current mobility measurements have been performed on GaAs devices using both
a d.c . bridge [15] and an a.c. phase sensitive cletection scheme [17] . The latter scheme was
used , so that the spatial dependence of the mobility could be obtained in depletion mode
GaAs MESFET devices.
The Hali current measurements can also be performed on silicon MOSFETs. The
experimental setup for such measurement is shown in Fig. 4. The two operational
ampli/iers OPI and OP2 are low noise, low ofTset devices. These are connected as transresÎstance ampli/iers with the feedback resistance RFI anei RF2 eletermining their gain. The
output of the two op-amps is feei to an instrumentation ampli/ier lAM whose output voltage is proportional to the differential current from the two source contacts. Note that the
two op-amps are connectecl with their virtual grounel input at some potential VSD the bias
potential for the elevice. Both source contacts must be kept at the same potential while
measuring the Hali current. This is imposed by the analytical derivation of Eq. (2) where
the two metal contacts were assumed to be equipotential surfaces [17].
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Figure 4. Experimental setup for Hali current measurements on silicon MOSFETs
The experimental results from the above measurements are shown in Fig. 5 where the
Hali mobility is plotted as a function of the applied gate-source voltage. The two sets of
data on the graph correspond to measurements on two devices, one p-type and the other
n-type having similar geometry (W /L=400/130/lm). Note that the mobility values obtained
are typical for silicon on sapphire devices with the mobility of the p-type devices about
three times smaller than that of the n-type. A small permanent magnet was used to provide
the magnetic induction of .25Tesla with a drain-source bias voltage of 200mV.
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Figure 5. Mobility profiles of SOS MOSFETs obtained using the Hali current technique.
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GEOMETRICAL MAGNETORESISTANCE/MAGNETOTRANSCONDUCTANCE
MEASUREMENTS
A very practic al method for measuring mobility in the channels of semiconductor FET
devices is the Geometrical Magnetoresistance technique (GMR) [18] . The Geometrical Magnetotransconeluctance (GMT) measurement,s of Jay anei Wallis [19] are an improvement
over the GMR method. Both methoels have also been used for in situ measurements in
MODFET's [20]. A comparison between them [21] has shown that the GMT technique
gives more reliable information on MODFET's. Furthermore comparison of data obtained
from Hali voltage measuremen ts on c\overleaf test structures showed a discrepancy in the
position of Hali mobility peaks for the two methods, another indication that in situ device
measurements are necessary for studying short channel devices. Refinements and improved
formulae to interpret the experimental elata from GMR and GMT experiments have been
developed in [22] and [23]. AII the above measurements were performed at low frequencies
using phase sensitive detection schemes. Frequencies were usually above 5Khz to avoid the
l/f noise problems encountered in GaAs devices operated at low frequencies [16].
On application ofa magnetic field the channel resistance of a MESFET increases
because of the GMR effect. For a magnetic field strength B, the resistance R of a slab of
semiconducting material changes to a value R' where,
'

(3)

and J.t is the mobility of the carriers in ,the material [16]. This equation assumes that the
geometry of the sample and the positioning of the contacts are such that the Hali field in
the sample is completely shorted. MESFET's with short gate lengths, compared to channel
wielth satisfy this geometrical constraint. Therefore from (3), the mobility of carriers in the
channel of a MESFET can be obtained by measuring the resistance of the channel with and
without a magnetic field. It shoulcl be pointed out however, that for a given gate voltage, a
GMR measurement yields only the average mobility over the active channel and does not
yield the mobility at a particular depth in the channel.
Truly differential mobility profiling can be achieved by using the GMT technique.
The transconeluctance gm of a transistor is a measure of its effectiveness in convertinga
small voltage variation at the gate to a eurrent variation between the drain and source. As
explained in [19], the transconductance of MESFET's in the linear region can be related to
carrier mobility in the channel.
A distinct advantage in measuring gm as compared to channel resistance (for obtaining
mobility) is that gm' being an ac parameter, takes into account small modulations at the
edge of the depletion layer. Hence, a true mobility profile can now be obtained as a function
of depletion layer depth as opposed to only a weightecl average provided by GMR measurements. For a MESFET with a channel resistance Re, parasitic source anei drain resistances
equal to R p , the measureel GMT is given by,

(4)

Here gm(B) and gm(O) are respective transconeluctances with anei without a magnetic field.
l'p is the effective mobility for carriers as they (,raverse the regions that contribute to the
parasitic resistances, Mobility can thus be obtained from transconductance data with and
without a magnetic field provicled the effects of the parasitic resistances can be taken into
account.
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As a result of these parasitics, measureel gm is significantly different from the actual
grn at low values of 1 Vas 1. However, it can be argued [19] that the ratio of real transconeluctances with anei without a magnetic field follows closely, the ratio of respective measureei transconeluctances. Hence, as far as mobility measurements are concerned, it is
sufTicient to know measureel gm and (4) can therefore be simplified to yielel,
grn(O)

(5)

The mobility ţtc can be reaelily obtained from the above formnla. An extension of the low
frequency magnetotransconeluctance measurements are the high frequency measurements
(microwave) of Ayyar et. a!. [24]. The problems associateel with the low frequency measurements were avoieleel by obtaining the transconeluctance and its changes with the magnetic
fielel using a microwave network analyzer. The results of both the high frequency anei low
frequency measurements were virtually identica!.

GEOMETRY CORRECTIONS
The need for a geometry correction arises because our analysis and the derivation of
Eq. (2) was done for the idealized geometry Fig. 3a. The difference in the two geometries
has to do with the value of the electric field in the sample. For the parallel geometry of
Fig. 3a, neglecting any effects from the gap in the split metal contact B, a uniform electric
field exists in the sample which is equal to E = V la where V is the applieel potential
between contacts A and B; and a is their separation distance t. For the geometry Fig. 3b
this is not true. Nevertheless, the field in the samples can be determined using conformal
mapping techniques OI' a numerical method. This problem has been solved in conjunction
with the electric fielel in semiconductor samples useel in moelulation spectroscopy experiments [25]. The electric field in the middle of the gap of Fig. 3b can be written as

E=.,.~= ~
a

(6)

(~)

.,.

where .,. is a constant that depenels on the elimensions of the sample anei the separation
between contacts A anei B. This functional dependence can be given in terms of complicateel elliptic functions [26].
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Figure 6. Geometry correction for GaAs MESFET elevices

t The gap in the split SOUl'ce contact. has negligible effect in the measurements when its length is
small compared to the width of the sa.mple. This has been verified by numerical simulations.
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In our geometries where the metallized plates are large compared to the separation between
contacts A and B, the functional dependence is simplified and becomes only a function of
the ratio a/c. This is plotted in Fig. 6 for different ratios a/c. From Fig. 6 and Eq. (6) it
can be seen that the correction can be applied by replacing the value of the dimension a in
Eq. (1) with another a* where a*
a/~. For the HFET-5001 devices that we have studied
[15],[17], a = 4ţtm and the thickness of the epitaxial active layer c = 0 . 18ţtm so that

==

~=0 . 8.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have reviewed various techniques for in-situ measurement of the carrier mobility in field effect transistors. We have described galvanomagnetic measurements
suitable for GaAs MESFETs and MODFETs as well as MOSFET devices. The GMR/GMT
techniques are best suited for characterizing devices fabricated on high mobility materials
such as GaAs. These measurements are based on the magnetoresistance effect which is
0(ţtB)2 and hence they require high values for the mobility /magnetic-induction producttt.
The Hali current technique has also been described and we have presented experimental
results from silicon on sapphire MOSFET devices. The latter method is suitable for devices
fabricated on silicon because it is based on the Hali effect which is O(ţtB) and therefore it
doesn 't require high magnetic fields . Both methods are preferable to plain electric al measurements because they offer a true measure of mobility .
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ttThe product
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JtB

is usually less than unity

